
 
A Strategic Guessing Game!

For over 30 years, ThinkFun Inc. has been dedicated to creating games that 

spark curiosity, cultivate confidence, and nurture life-long learners. Its games 

encourage interest in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM), 

while generating excitement for a world of learning through play. Innovation, 

creativity, value, and fun are the four elements that comprise the development 

of every game. Ignite the mind, and change the world for each player.
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Chicken War™
Strategic Guessing Game 
 
The farm has officially broken out in chicken warfare, 
and factions are quickly forming! Whose Army will be 
victorious? Chicken War is a fun, unique deduction game 
for 2 to 4 players. Each of the 81 Chicken Tiles features  
a unique combination of 4 different characteristics. 
Begin by secretly selecting one Chicken to serve as your 
Leader. You must recruit 9 more Chickens into your Yard 
to build a winning Army. But beware–in order to make 
the cut, your recruits must share two—and only two—
characteristics with your Leader. You will need to be clever, 
because at any moment your opponents can lob an Egg at 
you if they think they have discovered the secret identity 
of your Leader, and if their intel is correct, you’re out  
of the game! 
Sharpen your wits and prepare to ruffle some feathers, 
because Chicken War has been declared!

Highlights:
• Exciting warfare gameplay, Zany matching, Humorous theme

Product Contents:
81 Chicken Tiles, 12 Eggs, 8 Infiltrate Tiles, 4 Steal Tiles, 4 Leader 
Tokens, 4 Screens

Age: 8+
MSRP: $19.99
Number of Players: 2-4 Players
Availability: May 2020
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